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Abstract:  

Dual Watermarking is  used for copyright protection and authentication. The proposed system, a Dual Watermarking Scheme based on 

BPCS and Alpha Channel masking algorithm, will be developed to improve the robustness and protection along with security. Our  

project will be implementing the BPCS (Bit  Plane Complexity  Segmentation) technique to embed data into b itmap files. The u ltimate 

goal is to embed as much data as possible into a cover image without detection by human perception or statistical analysis. Our first 

attempt to implement this hiding technique was on 8-bit grayscale images as our cover object. After accomplishing that version, we 

manipulated it into a second version that was also capable of using 24-b it color images. First outline the BPCS embedding and 

extraction technique for grayscale images and explain the subtle differences in  the color version. It  will also compare and contrast the 

results of embedding data at different thresholds and capacities for both grayscale and color images. It can hold multip le watermarks 

as long as they do not overlap. Any change to checksum causes the failure of verification procedure. It is very extremely sim ple and 

fast. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Digital image watermarking is one the powerful means to find 

out the unauthorized use of copyrighted images. It inserts secret 

informat ion (watermark) into the host image that helps in finding 

the rightful ownership of image. SVD (singular value 

decomposition) based watermarking is known for provid ing high 

capacity, robustness an imperceptib ility but most of the SVD 

based techniques suffers from false positive issue. The proposed 

work is carried out in order to provide a secured image 

watermarking with a decent capacity. DWT (discrete wavelets 

transform) is employed on the host image and then block wise 

singular components (maximum) are used for watermark’s 

principal component insertion. The insertion of principal 

component makes the scheme free from false positive error. The 

insertion is done with the help of mult iple scaling factors. The 

values of scaling factors are found out with the help of ABC 

(artificial bee colony) in o rder to  obtain a good tradeoff between 

robustness and imperceptib ility. The proposed scheme is also 

compared with earlier p roposed schemes and it shows a visible 

improvement in performance.  

 

 II. EXISTING S YSTEM 

 

Many researchers implemented the SVD based watermarking in 

different domains like DCT, DFT, and DWT etc. Domain 

change help in imperceptibility and robustness but it did not help 

in false positive issue. So many solutions of this false positive 

problem are given by different researchers. These suggestions 

include use of secret signature informat ion generated by hash 

function, insertion of complete watermark, encryption of 

watermark before insertion, insertion of principal components of 

watermark etc. The use of signature method did not able to 

provide a complete security to the scheme as the signature was 

itself vulnerable to different attacks. The insertion of complete 

watermark provided complete security but the drawback was a 

poor capacity. 

 

III. PROPOS ED WORK 

  

 
Figure.1. Architecture Diagram 

The scaling factors were optimized with the help of art ificial bee 

colony (ABC), which improved the robustness and 

imperceptibility. The principal components of watermark were 

inserted into the maximum singular values of each block of host 

image, which again helped the scheme in achieving high 

robustness and imperceptib ility. The scheme also became free 
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from false positive error because of the insertion of principal 

components. Arnold transform based encryption of watermark 

prevents the authentic access of it even after the successful 

extraction. 

 

 Objectives:  

 

1. It improve the robustness and imperceptib ility 

2. The scheme is free from false positive error.  

3. Authentic access is possible 

 

IV. ALGORITHM  

 

1. Bpcs(Bit Plane Complexity Segmentation) Algorithm.  

 

The steps for encoding algorithm (i.e. to hide private information 

in carrier image) in BPCS-steganography: 

 

i. The carrier (co lor) image is divided into 24 different bit-

planes, which create binary   image   for all 24-bits 

ii. Transform all 24 b it-planes of carrier image from PBC to 

CGC system. Then all the bit-planes are divided into small 

pieces of the same size, which is called b it-plane blocks, 

such as bits. 

iii. Segment each bit-plane of the carrier image into 

“informat ive” and “noise-like” regions by using a 

threshold value ( ). 

iv. Group the bytes of the secret file  into a series of secret 

blocks.  

v. Embed each secret block into the noise-like reg ions of the 

bit-planes.  

vi. If a block (let say P) is less complex than the threshold ( ), 

than conjugate it to make it a  more complex block (P*). 

The conjugated block must be more complex than  

vii. If the block is conjugated, then record this fact in a 

“conjugation map”. Th is Make a record of the blocks that 

have taken conjugate processing, and this information also 

need to be embedded into the carrier.  

viii. Also embed the conjugation map as was done with the 

secret blocks.  

ix. Convert the embedded carrier image from CGC to PBC 

 

2. Alpha Channel Masking Algorithm. 

 

 Input:  

 

       • Cover image file (image formats that support Alpha 

transparency).  

       • Secret message file  (not necessarily text format).  

 

Output:  

 

       • Step go image file, will be converted to PNG) in 32 b it 

RGBA format.  

 

Processing:  

 

 Read Cover file into Step go array  

 Open Secret file  

• Read and store secret file as bits into Binary Message 

Array  

• Remaining Bits = Size of Binary Message Array Next 

bit = 0  

                 While   

     Next bit< Remaining Bits  

• Move to next pixel o f  Step go array  

• RGB Sum = R + G +  

• Indicator = Mod (RGB Sum, 3). 

 

V. FUTURE S COPE 

 

The scope of this project is in copyright protection systems, 

which are intended to prevent unauthorized copying of d igital 

media. In this use, a copy device retrieves the watermark from 

the signal before making a copy; the device makes a decision 

whether to copy or not, depending on the contents of the 

watermark. Another scope is in source tracing. 

 

VI. CONCLUS ION 

 

A dual watermarking scheme, which includes encryption, to 

improve rightful ownership, protection and robustness. First 

generation of copyright marking schemes is not strong enough. 

Existing schemes provide only limited measures of marking. 

Can only meet few requirements at a time. For the ext raction of 

watermark, a reliable watermark decryption scheme and an 

extraction scheme is constructed for both primary and secondary 

watermark. Robustness of this method is carried out by variety 

of attacks. 
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